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We present a systematic nonlinear theory of pattern selection for parametric surface waves (Farad
waves), not restricted to fluids of low viscosity. A standing wave amplitude equation is derived from
the Navier-Stokes equation that is of gradient form. The associated Lyapunov function is calculate
for different regular patterns to determine the selected pattern near threshold as a function of a dampi
parameterg. For g , 1, we show that a single wave (or stripe) pattern is selected. Forg ø 1,
we predict patterns of square symmetry in the capillary regime, a sequence of sixfold (hexagonal
eightfold,. . . in the mixed gravity-capillary regime, and stripe patterns in the gravity dominated regime.
[S0031-9007(97)04216-6]
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Parametrically driven surface waves (also known
Faraday waves) can be excited on the free surface of a fl
layer when periodically vibrated in the direction normal t
the surface at rest. Above a critical value of the drivin
amplitude, the planar surface becomes unstable to a pat
of standing waves [1]. Patterns of various symmetri
have been observed in large aspect ratio systems (la
lateral size of the fluid layer compared to the waveleng
of the waves) depending on the driving frequency and flu
properties (viscosity, surface tension and density). Th
include single standing waves (parallel stripe pattern
two waves at a90± angle (square patterns), and mor
recently hexagonal, eightfold and tenfold patterns [2–5
We present a weakly nonlinear analysis of the equatio
governing fluid motion that predicts standing wave patter
with these symmetries in regions of parameters that are
quantitative agreement with experiments [4,5].

We consider an incompressible and viscous fluid lay
that extends toz  2`, is unbounded in thex-y direction,
and that at rest has a free surface atz  0. The equation
governing fluid motion under periodic vibration is

≠tu 1 su ? =du  2
1
r

=p 1 n=2u 1 gzstdêz , (1)

with u the velocity field,p the pressure,r andn the den-
sity and kinematic viscosity of the fluid, respectively, an
gzstd  2g 2 f cosvt the effective gravity. Forf be-
low the threshold of instability, the base state isu  0
and p  rgzstdz. Although we use mostly dimensiona
variables in the analysis below, the natural dimensionle
variables involvev0  vy2 as the inverse time scale
k0 defined from the linear dispersion relation of surfac
wavesv

2
0  gk0 1 sk3

0 yr as the inverse length scale
and include a damping parameterg  2nk2

0yv0, the grav-
ity waveG  gk0yv

2
0 and capillary waveS  sk3

0yrv
2
0

contributions to the dispersion relation, and the dimensio
less amplitude of the driving accelerationD  fk0y4v

2
0 .

Progress in deriving suitable amplitude equations f
Faraday waves has proved difficult, in part due to the e
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istence of two small parameters that are not independe
the reduced distance away from threshold,e, andg. For
finite g and smalle, viscous dissipation is the dominant
source of nonlinear wave saturation. In the inviscid limi
on the other hand, cubic terms are prohibited in the am
plitude equation, and other mechanisms for saturation
the wave have to be invoked [1]. Early work on Fara
day waves was based on a Hamiltonian description for t
ideal (inviscid) fluid, and treated viscous effects as a reg
lar perturbation in which damping was assumed to resu
solely from irrotational bulk flow [6,7]. At linear order in
the surface variables, the dominant viscous contributio
is of orderg, and results entirely from viscous damping
of the irrotational flow. The rotational contribution is of
higher ordersg3y2d [8]. At the nonlinear level, however,
the contribution from rotational flow to cubic terms in the
amplitude equation given below is of the same order
that of irrotational flow (orderg).

Another important qualitative feature of Faraday wave
concerns three wave (or triad) resonant interaction
Three wave interactions are generically permitted whe
the dispersion relation satisfies≠2vy≠k2 $ 0, as is
the case in the capillary regime. For gravity waves
≠2vy≠k2 , 0 and only four wave interactions are pos
sible. Although sign invariance of the standing wav
amplitude equation prohibits quadratic nonlinear term
triad resonant interactions are possible through linear
stable modes [3,9]. The resonant angle is largest f
S  1 (capillary limit), and goes to zero atS  1y3
[10]. If the stable modes are only weakly dampe
sg ø 1d, triad resonant interactions become dominan
and effectively determine the symmetry of the selecte
pattern. In particular, they lead to a sequence of hig
symmetry patterns in the vicinity ofS  1y3 [10].

Both issues were partially addressed recently in [10
The governing equations and boundary conditions we
expanded in powers ofg and further simplified (in an
uncontrolled way) by neglecting all terms proportional t
g which were nonlinear in the surface variables. Th
© 1997 The American Physical Society
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approximate equations predict bifurcations to square a
higher-symmetry patterns, but because of the underly
uncontrolled approximation, their region of validity is
difficult to assess. In addition, they fail to yield th
observed stripe patterns at moderate values ofg. We
present here a general calculation that overcomes th
difficulties, and that leads to the experimentally observ
regular (periodic or quasiperiodic) standing wave patter
above onset.

We first eliminate the explicit dependence on the pre
sure in Eq. (1) by taking2= 3 =3 to obtain

≠t=
2u 2 n=2=2u  = 3 = 3 su ? =du .

Here the continuity equation= ? u  0 has also been
used. The position of the free surface is denot
by z sx, yd, the unit normal isn̂  s2≠xz , 2≠yz , 1dy
ks2≠xz , 2≠yz , 1dk, and the two tangential unit vectors
are t̂1  s1, 0, ≠xz dyks1, 0, ≠xz dk and t̂2  s0, 1, ≠yz dy
ks0, 1, ≠yz dk. Besides the null conditions atz  2`,
there are four boundary conditions to be satisfied at
free surface,

≠tz 1 su ? =H dz  wjzz ,

t̂m ? T ? n̂jzz  0, m  1, 2 ,

n̂ ? T ? n̂jzz  2Hs ,

with =H ; êx≠x 1 êy≠y , T the stress tensor with compo
nents Tij  f2p 2 rgzstdzgdij 1 rns≠jui 1 ≠iujd, s

the surface tension, and2H the mean curvature of the free
surface [11].

In order to study the linear stability of a subharmon
standing wave we introduce [12]

w0  cosskxd
X

j1,3,5,...

ejivty2w
j
0szdAj 1 c.c.,

wherew0 is the z component of the velocity field, and a
similar expansion forz0. Substitution into the linearized
equation of motion,s≠t=

2 2 n=2=2dw0  0, and into
the linearized kinematic and tangential stress bound
conditions,≠tz0 2 w0  0 ands=2

H 2 ≠2
zdw0  0 yields

w
j
0szd  s 1

2 jiv 1 2nk2dekz 2 2nk2eqj z ,

with q2
j ; k2 1 jivy2n. The first and second terms

in the right-hand side arise from the irrotational an
rotational flow components, respectively.

The critical amplitudef0 is determined by the lin-
earized normal stress boundary condition, which is, af
using the momentum equation to eliminatep0,

f2n=2
H 2 s≠t 2 n=2dg≠zw0 1µ

g 2
s

r
=2

H 1 f cosvt

∂
=2

Hz0  0 .

Note that we do not use sinvt to avoid the complication
due to its odd parity under time reversal. By substitutin
w0 and z0 into the above equation, we note that th
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term 2n=
2
H≠zw0, when acting on the irrotational flow

componentsekzd, yields a contribution at low viscosity
that scales asn, whereas the rotational contribution (from
eqjz) scales asn3y2. The remaining terms≠t 2 n=2d≠zw0
is simply equal to2v2. Explicitly, we find the following
hierarchy for each harmonicejivty2:

H1A1 2 fAp
1 2 fA3  0 ,

H3A3 2 fA1 2 fA5  0 , (2)

H5A5 2 fA3 2 fA7  0, . . . ,

with Hj ; 2n2f4qjk2 2 1
k sq2

j 1 k2d2g 2 2g 2 2sk2yr.
By truncating Eq. (2) at someAn, the system can be
solved numerically as an eigenvalue problem. This
indeed what was done by Kumar and Tuckerman [1
However, we observe that after truncation atAn, An 
fAn22yHn, An22  fAn24ysHn22 2

f2

Hn
d, . . . . Therefore

the entire set of equations can be rewritten as√
H1 2

f2

H3 2
f2

H52...

!
A1 2 fAp

1 ; H̄1sk, fdA1 2 fAp
1

 0 ,

so that for a given wave numberk, the threshold of
instability f0 is given implicitly byf0  jH̄1sk, f0dj. The
complex amplitudeAj can be recursively obtained from
Eq. (2) up to a real factor. For an infinite system t
critical wave numberkonset is the wave number tha
corresponds to the lowest value off0. In the limit of low
viscous damping,g ø 1, andk nearkonset, Donset can be
given explicitly as

Donset  g 2
1
2

g3y2 1
11 2 2G

8s3 2 2Gd
g5y2 1 . . . ,

with 0 # G # 1 by definition. While previous low
damping calculations [6,10] only used the linear term
determine the location of the threshold, the first correct
2 1

2 g3y2 can be a sizable contribution (e.g., a 15
difference atg  0.1). A small viscosity approximation
of the threshold given by Mülleret al. [8] also obtained
the g3y2 correction for an infinite depth fluid. Finally
we note that a similar calculation for the damped Math
equation leads to a thresholdg 1 3g2y64 1 Osg3d, in
which the first correction term is of a different order a
has a different sign.

To derive the amplitude equation we use the multi
scale approach. The solvability condition in this ca
arises from the boundary conditions, not from the eq
tion of motion as in most other cases. The veloc
field is expanded asu  e1y2u0 1 eu1 1 e3y2u2 1 . . . ,
with e  s f 2 f0dyf0, and similarly forp andz . Near
threshold, i.e., fore ø 1, we separate fast and slow tim
scales:T  et; ≠t ! ≠t 1 e≠T . Spatial slow scales ar
not included because only regular patterns are consid
here. At ordere1y2 we recover the linear solution dis
cussed above. Because we are interested in standing
patterns with different symmetries, the solution at this
der is written as a linear combination of waves with wa
vectorskm of magnitudekonset in different directions on
2671
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y

thex-y plane,

w0 
X
m

cosskm ? rdBmsT d
X

j1,3,5,...

ejivty2w
j
0szdej

1 c.c.
2672
HereBmsTd are thereal wave amplitudes, functions only
of the slow time scaleT , and ej is denoted byAj in
Eq. (2).

At order e the equation of motion and boundar
conditions become
s≠t=
2 2 n=2=2dw1  f= 3 = 3 su0 ? =du0gz ,

≠tz1 2 w1  G1su0, z0d at z  0 ,

s=2
H 2 ≠2

zdw1  G2su0, z0d at z  0 ,

s3n=2
H 2 ≠t 1 n≠2

zd≠zw0 1

µ
g 2

s

r
=2

H 1 f cosvt

∂
=2

Hz0  G3su0, z0d at z  0 .
us

ua-
lic
Here G1, G2, and G3 are complicated functions ofu0
and z0. Note that the left-hand sides are identical t
the equations at zeroth order withw0 and z0 replaced
by w1 and z1. Since f= 3 = 3 su0 ? =du0gz is of the
form cosfskm 6 knd ? rgejivtQszd, with Qszd consisting
of various exponential functions, the particular solutio
o

n

w1p can be obtained by integration. The homogeneo
solution, s≠t=

2 2 n=2=2dw1h  0, must be chosen to
satisfy the boundary conditions. Because all these eq
tions are very complicated, we have developed a symbo
manipulation program specific to this case, and foundw1
on a computer.

At ordere3y2 the equation of motion becomes
s≠t=
2 2 n=2=2dw2  2≠T =2w0 1 h= 3 = 3 fsu0 ? =du1 1 su1 ? =du0gjz . (3)
ar

(see
s
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e

The boundary conditions are similar to those at first ord
with w2 and z2 on the left-hand sides and even mor
complicated functions ofsu0, u1, z0, z1d on the right-hand
sides. Fortunately, only terms proportional to cossk1 ? rd
need to be considered in the solution forw2 andz2,

w2  cossk1 ? rd
X

j1,3,5,...

3 ejivty2fEj 1 sajekz 1 bjeqjzdCjg ,

z2  cossk1 ? rd
X

j1,3,5,...

ejivty2Cj .

Here Ejszd comes from the direct integration of Eq. (3)
andajekz 1 bjeqjz is the homogeneous solution that ha
the same form as the linear solution, andCj are constants
to be determined later.

We first find (again with the symbolic manipulation
program)aj andbj by using the kinematic and tangentia
stress boundary conditions at this order. The solutio
w2 is finally inserted into the normal stress boundar
condition at ordere3y2 to yield a system of equations
for Cj which has the same left-hand side as Eq. (2) b
with nonzero right-hand side. Solving forCj just as in
Eq. (2), we obtainH̄1C1 2 f0Cp

1  F, with F a function
of the amplitudeBm. Since f0  jH̄1j, by requiring
a nontrivial solution forC1 we obtain the solvability
condition FH̄p

1 1 Fpf0  0, which yields a standing
wave amplitude equation,

dB1

dT
 aB1 2 g0B3

1 2
X

m:1

gsum1dB2
mB1 , (4)

with um1 the angle betweenkm and k1, and explicit ex-
pressions for the coefficients. Equation (4) is of gradie
er
e

,
s

l
n
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nt

form, and can be derived from a Lyapunov function,

F  2
1
2

a
X
m

B2
m 1

1
4

X
m

X
n

gsumndB2
mB2

n , (5)

which may be used to find the preferred pattern ne
threshold [1]. For regular patterns ofN standing waves,
km form a regular polygon, and theBm are constant.

We plot in Fig. 1gsudyg0 for three different values of
g andS  1 (capillary limit). For lowg, we observe that
triad resonance leads to a peak at the resonant angle
[10] for a more detailed discussion) that disappears ag

is increased. The figure shows thatgsudyg0 at cosu  0
increases with increasingg, so that the value at which the
ratio crosses one delimits the region of stability of stri
patterns over square patterns.

FIG. 1. Nonlinear coefficient of the standing wave amplitud
equationgsudyg0 for g  0.05, 0.5, and 1.0, in the capillary
limit S  1.
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We next turn to a comparison between the selected p
terns predicted by Eq. (5) and two recent sets of systema
experimental surveys involving large aspect ratio system
both of which aim at addressing the issue of pattern sele
tion over a wide range of experimental parameters [4,5
Binks and van de Water [5] have focused on a low viscosi
fluid [13], a large aspect ratio cell, and a layer depth muc
larger than the wavelength. When the driving frequenc
is decreased from 45 Hz, a transition from aN  2 square
pattern to aN  3 hexagonal pattern was observed at ap
proximately 35 Hz, and to a quasiperiodicN  4 eightfold
pattern at approximately 29 Hz [14]. Our prediction fo
these transitions based on Eq. (5) are 35.4 and 28.7 Hz,
spectively. These results are also in good agreement w
the earlier weak damping calculation [10] that predicte
the same transitions at frequencies of 32.8 and 27.9 H
respectively.

A large aspect ratio experiment involving fluids of vari
ous viscosities has been carried out by Kudrolli and Go
lub [4]. Although the fluid depth (0.3 cm) is smaller than
the wavelength in the experiment (1–3 cm), the compa
son is still illuminating. Figure 2 shows the symmetry o
the preferred patterns predicted by our calculations in t
parameter space defined by the viscosity of the fluid a
the driving frequency (withr  0.95 gycm3 and s 
20.6 dyneycm), and the experimentally observed pattern
Stripe patterns are preferred at high viscosity, whereas
low viscosity, hexagons (at low frequency) and squar
(at high frequency) are observed. We also show the sm
region in which a sequence of quasiperiodic patterns a
expected to be selected. The experimental results by K
drolli and Gollub are shown as the symbols in the figur
We note an excellent agreement in the regions in whi
stripes, squares, and hexagons are observed, speciall
view of the shallow fluid depth involved in the experi-
ment. The shallowness of the layer probably accounts
the observation of a hexagonal pattern atn  1 cm2ys

FIG. 2. Selected patterns as a function of the viscosity of th
fluid and the angular frequency of the driving acceleration. Th
symbols represent experimental results:3  stripe pattern,
h  square pattern, andn  hexagonal pattern. Alternat-
ing 3 andh indicate mixed-stripe-square patterns.
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and low frequency, and not observing a quasiperiod
pattern for n  0.04 cm2ys andf  27 Hz. As noted
above, the experiments by Binks and van de Water [5] d
probe this latter region in a deep fluid layer, with their re
sults agreeing with our predictions.

Our calculations for parameter ranges outside thos
displayed in the figure indicate that the transition from
square to stripe patterns upon increasingg extends over
the entire capillary wave range (high frequency limit in
the experiment). However, stripe patterns are alway
preferred in the pure gravity wave limit (low frequency).
We further point out that the logarithmic scale used in
Fig. 2, as well as the small range of frequency probe
account for the fact that stripe patterns seem to appear
roughly constant viscosity. The transition line separatin
square and hexagonal patterns is also close to a straight l
because it is determined mainly by the value ofG, which
depends on the driving frequency but not on the viscosit
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